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Reviewer's report:

The article in review is an Evaluation of TB Services and Delivery in London. Its a well defined Research question covering almost all the areas related to TB Research. With some minor changes this would provide a base to further develop a Strategic plan to deal with TB Nurses. This time the minor changes have been addressed properly.

As far as the Methods are concerned, this time each methodology has been dealt with in great detail. The first paragraph in the Network Coordination section has been well described this time.

The leadership Challenges in the leadership and Management Section are in a more elaborate form this time. The section on inadequate staffing and support is revised well.

Data is reasonable. In Skill mix Requirement section the 5 areas of Skills are very adequately defined.

Discussion and Conclusion is elaborate and conclusive. The study has not described any Limitations. In acknowledgements section there isn’t any data or work mentioned upon which the authors could further build on.

Title and abstract convey the message very rightly this time.